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About This Game

Crab Cakes Rescue is a unique puzzle game that will pinch your brain! Navigate your way through nearly 100 vibrant levels by
shedding your shell to create new opportunities to escape! Each time a shell is shed, a block is created and your crabby

crustacean self is shrunk. You must use these tricks wisely as you have a finite number of shells! And beware of pesky seagulls
and other bothersome beach buddies as you find the best way to get up, down, and around each mind-boggling level. Prepare to

spend hours on the sandy shore of Crab Cakes Rescue!

Features:

Nearly 100 mind-pinching levels!

Multiple ways to finish each level - you decide!

Avoid pesky birds and pollution

Use your shell “lives” to create new opportunities to win!
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Title: Crab Cakes Rescue
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mission Critical Studios
Publisher:
KISS ltd, Maximum Games
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP (SP3)/7 (SP1)/8

Processor: 2.0 GHz Intel® Core™2 Duo E4400 or 2.0 GHz AMD Athlon™ 64 X2 3800+ or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB DirectX® 9.0c–compliant with Shader Model 4.0 or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 750 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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crab cakes rescue

It says I've played this 142 hours. LOL! Definitely worth the price! (I've played through it several times.) This is the game that
brought me to Steam. I had purchased it (for more money) elsewhere, and ran into a bug. It looks like this is the only place to
get a good copy. The concept is easy. Some of the levels are tricky. I played through one time on the medium setting. I prefer to
not race the clock, and have used the easiest setting since then. The "save the planet" stuff is weird, but easily ignored. I had to
search youtube for solutions to a couple levels the first time through. There isn't a comprehensive guide here.. If you've played
Trick & Treat, this isn't as much like it as you might think. But if you liked it, this is better. Lost are the Mad Father
influences-- the horror elements, by and large, and the approach to the puzzles-- which would be a bad game if this wasn't
generally strong in its own right. The focus is more on the story this time, so puzzles are much simpler, there's more side
elements and a little more player agency, and although the game is referenced as having "disturbing rooms," they're not actually
disturbing and only happen once or twice in very minor parts anyway. If you look at this and want a cute game with no bait and
switch, that's almost exactly what you're getting.

The story's not anything incredible, but it's compelling enough to carry the game. It's only a few hours long, but at the dollar
something price point in the last sale, you're definitely getting your money's worth. If you think of it compared to an actual RPG
Maker RPG with combat, you're essentially getting something like that but with all the combat cut out, so there's no real bloat
added to the time.

Do you want a fun, satisfying little game? Get this. If you're looking for horror or anything like it, look elsewhere.. I killed a fish
by drowning it.

10/10.. McRogue is a voxel based brawler\/overhead shooter rogue-like. It's listed as lite but I see no permanent
upgrades. But, that's neither here nor there.

Recently the developer posted an update stating he was no longer legally allowed to work on this game due to taking a job
at a new company. He stated it simply wasn't financially feasible.

Now, I LOVE the way this game looks and I like the way it feels. It's responsive and smooth. I'd love to see this game get
completed or at the very least get more updates. The first boss alone is really fun. You must activate a teleporter and defend
it from a swathe of robots and a giant mechanical snake.

It seems like a good foundation for a really phenomenal palette cleanser\/time waster. I mean that in the most sincere way.
In fact I think it could be something special given proper attention. But at this time (and I will do a new review should
anything change) I simply can't recommend this in it's current state with the developer essentially unable to work on it.

I do suggest following it though, should you be a fan of the genre.

For more innocuous postulations check out this curated list by yours truly. For the more boisterous and indentured, an archive,
replete with all my ravenous diatribes.. This could be interesting, but I really have no clue what I'm doing here. Too many
options, too little intro\/tutorial\/help (there isn't any). My village keeps dying. For example: It's not clear how chickens work; I
assumed I should keep them around, and butcher them when I need more food or when there's too many, but apparently I should
just butcher them all at once? And setting a level determines how fast they're killed, not how many to keep?. putt putt si a piece
of crap dont play ti ever or you8 will die. It's a good outlast like game.People say that it takes forever to load well it takes 10
seconds on mine, good game thought.
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I quit smoking because of Dendi's dad.

12\/10 would watch it again.. Unlike other puz-builder games, we don't have wars here, so the plus is that I can focus only on
building the city. Sometimes there is a problem with clicking on the appropriate box, the zoom is too big. In addition, the game
is getting better - I recommend it.
. I usually like games like this, but i'm still not sure what i should think about this one.
Maybe i can say more about in the future. (hopefully positive). Yes, she's wearing just two strawberries and a banana.

This outfit is exactly what it looks like.

X and Y are different based on the color of the gloves.. abosolutely awful game right here 0/10

fall over while running on straigh floor. Dungelot: Shattered Lands is an interesting port from mobile that is a surprisingly
decent title. I stepped into this game after seeing only a 5 minute review when I was looking for something completely different
than the usual variety of games I inhale.

The game may seem like an easy clicker time sink while it is actually deceptively challenging and quite rewarding. It offers a
variety of three different themes with an increasing skill level required and experience with the game. It allows you to grind by
intentionally dying and earning gold to upgrade your mansion with some pretty worthwhile passives and yet is still possible to
finish without.

I spent around 20 hours with this game for the $10 USD I paid for it, and while I feel like I got my money's worth from it, I am
annoyed to see that it is a lot cheaper to purchase as an app for your phone vs steam. I would recommend giving the game a try
if you have seen some basic game play footage and are looking for something a bit different.
. This game follows the Breakout style where you try to keep the ball up and destroy blocks and monsters. It has various power-
ups availalbe but nothing super unique that you have not seen in similar style games. Story is interesting with some humor.
Overall a decent little game for killing free time.. best game on steam
. I honestly cant wait for the devs to release more! This game is alot of fun with really nothing to do. Im looking forward to
having alot of hours in this. And if the devs see this the only way i would never stop playing this game is if it got multiplayer
support!. this is by far very far the best game i have played on vr. it is almost to scarry to play and i dont get scarred by games. i
really liked this game plus it took me forever to finish it.
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